When was the last
time the speaker
you hired received a
standing ovation?

It’s Time!
Navigating through hundreds of speakers can be daunting.
Who do you turn to for advice?
Let’s face it…Who has time to preview dozens
of speakers to ensure they will be a perfect fit for
your audience? Throw in all of your other event
responsibilities, and it’s easy to understand why
someone works with Infinite Speakers Agency.
Clients come to us because the process of finding
the right speaker can be overwhelming. With our
help, your time investment in selecting a speaker
is minimal, which leaves you more time to plan
the other parts of your meeting.

Our clients come to Infinite Speakers Agency
because they have reached a point where they
want to find the perfect speaker within their
budget. We are matchmaking professionals in
the speaking industry—this is what we do day in
and day out. We take a personal approach and
remain objective. Our goal is to provide a speaker
that makes YOU look like a hero!

Let Infinite Speakers Agency be
your personal speaker headhunter!
We’ll find the speaker who matches your
needs and exceeds your expectations.

Calling the Service You Receive at
Infinite Speakers Agency ‘Good’ Is Like
Calling the Wright Brothers ‘Bicycle Repairmen’

Sometimes mere words are not enough;

What do we provide? Peace of

some things have to be experienced to be

mind! Let us take one more thing off your

believed. The service and attention you

event planning plate as we negotiate all

receive from Infinite Speakers Agency

contracts, work with the talent’s office

are unmatched. And the best part is that

staff and make sure the talent you select

our service is completely FREE! We do the

fulfills your needs to a tee. WE ARE THE

work for you at no additional cost.

EXPERTS at what we do.

Whether you are looking for a sports
celebrity, past President, headline comedian
or the hottest speakers in the industry,
we’ll find you the right TALENT at
the right BUDGET for your next event.

1-800-308-9034

Discover the Gems in the Speaking Industry
Who Exceed Expectations 100% of the Time!
Gems are hidden treasures who are not well known (non-celebrity),
but who are up-and-coming stars and available below market fees.

Here is a sampling of six of the highest rated
and most in-demand speakers in the industry…
Steve Gilliland

Jeff Tobe
Advantage Media’s 2010
Author of the Year. His
signature keynote, Enjoy
The Ride™, has been heard
by over one million people.
Steve is one of the hottest
speakers in the industry, and
his schedule confirms it!

Jabez Lebret

The creator and trademark
holder for one of the best
known catch phrases ever:
Coloring Outside The
Lines™. Jeff was chosen by
readers of Conventions and
Meetings Magazine as “one
of the top 15 speakers in
North America.”

Robin Getman
His signature presentation
creates Gen-Y leaders and
shows managers how to
guide them to success.
The Social Network
Generation is not your
typical generic leadership
topic. It’s one of a kind!

Patti Wood

She is regarded as an expert
in hospitality, and her
presentation Laugh for the
Health of It reveals how
to keep customers coming
back for more and tell others
about their experience.

Otis Williams
The Washington Post said,
“She is the Babe Ruth of
body language experts,
the gold standard of body
language.” The Body
Language Lady has appeared
on hundreds of television
shows.

A former recipient of
“World Champion of Public
Speaking” for Toastmasters
International, Otis has been
honored as a YMCA Black
Achiever and has been
recognized as an Emerging
Leader by Applause!
magazine.

Every year a few speakers emerge from the crowd and
begin to set themselves apart from the rest. It becomes
evident that based on their POPULARITY and BUSY
SCHEDULE they are a sizzling commodity.
Like Lexus, they become well known, rise to the head of
the class and soon join Mercedes at the “top of the line.”
We know the GEMS in the industry right now!

Elevate your expectations. Let one of our key account
managers recommend the next Lexus in the speaking industry
with the custom message you need to produce the long-term
impact for your bottom-line growth. We know speakers,
but we work for YOU!

We find the RIGHT speaker
at the RIGHT budget.
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